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Variation:the difference between individuals of the same species

group of organisms that can interbreed to produce fertile offspring
Even though all humans belong to the same species,
Homo sapiens, theyare not all the same and have manydifferences between each other

Variation can either be due to genetics or environmental factors or both

Genotypic variation:variation caused bydifferences in genes i.e. alleles carried on chromosomes.

This variation is inherited from parents and you are born with this
- itdoes not change in your lifetime

These are inherited characteristics

ex:all individuals have genes responsible for coding eye colour. Individual Ahas alleles for blue whereas B has alleles for green.
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Phenotypic variation:variation caused byboth differences in genes but also in the environment

This variation is not fullyinherited and is impacted bythe environment in which an organism lives sunlight, temperature, diet, humidity, oxygen...
These are acquired characteristics

ex:we all have genes for skin colour but different exposure to sunlight UV causes skin to tan-skin colour is genetic, tan is acquired
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Population:a group oforganisms ofthe same species living in the same area

When we examine populations, we can track how variable theyare for a given characteristic.

Continuous Variation Discontinuous Variation

No distinct categories; Distinct categories;
a spectrum of different varieties no intermediates

tends to be quantitative tends to be qualitative

caused byboth genes and carsed usually bygenes only
the environment environment minimal or no role

multiple genes responsible polygenic few genes responsible sometimes I only

multiple alleles have an additive effect alleles do not have additive effect

ex:more alleles for pigmentation -darker

number of number of

individuals individuals

-

characteristic characteristic

examples:height, weight, skin colour, intelligence examples:ABO blood groups, tongue rolling, eye colour



mutation:genetic change. Specifically, a random change in the nucleotide base sequence of DNA. Some factors can increase the rate of mutations.
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Impact of mutations:

·neutral:if a mutation occurs in a non-coding section DNAthat is not a gene proteins being synthesized unaffected

N *More than 95% ofhuman DNAis non-coding. Even though theydon'tcode

for proteins theyare important for gene regulation, structure, and more
non-coding gene non-coding

·neutral:if a mutation occurs in a gene, butthe mutated codon codes for the same amino acid. No change as same protein being made.
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·negative:if a mutation occurs in a gene, the mutated colons codes for a differentaltered protein. New allele could be disadvantageous, like disease
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positive:ifa mutation occurs in a gene, the mutated colons codes for a differentaltered protein. New allele could be advantageous, like resistance
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Note:all organisms unicellular or multicellular are subjectto mutations.Mutations are the source of new alleles and new characteristics.

however, some organisms reproduce sexually and this further increases variation as it allows new combinations to occur

Geneticallyunique gametes random pairing random fertilization -> offspring with a unique combination of
created via meiosis of mates of gametes alleles different from each other and parents

Meiosis:a reduction division in which the chromosome number is halved from diploid to haploid, resulting in geneticallyunique gametes

! end resultare 4oid gametes which are geneticallyunique

#x these differentiate and mature into sperm

- ⑧ testes in mammals, anthers in flowering plants

* N these differentiate and mature into ova
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I ! g ovaries in mammals, ovules in flowering plants

an error in division could result

"I
in a gamete with too manyor

aleles are exchanged between "I too few chromosomes. If these fertilize
I

homologous chromosomes offspring will have genetic disorder
I

chromosomes recombined haploid ex:Down Syndrome
47chromosomes instead of46

Even though most sexually - reproducing organisms select mates prior to reproduction, random mating still occurs

Ex:In plants, which plant pollinates another can be strongly ex:In animals there is typicallymate selection. But not all traits are

determined byweather conditions, like wind or currents selected for, such as blood type. So itis often random for certain traits

... which alleles are combined is random which get combined and mixted

In sexuallyreproducing individuals, In manyfish, the female releases hundreds - thousands of

millions of sperm are released eggs where the male then releases millions of sperm.

at once! Which sperm ultimately ⑪ which gamete fuses with which is often random

will fertilize ovum may be random
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Answer the following questions:
1 The following DNAsequence codes for a protein:

TACOGTCAGOCCACCCTCCAATTAAGATTCATT

determine the polypeptide chain itcodes for

2 The sequence got mutated when an extra base was inserted

TACOGCTCAGOCCACCCTCCAATTAAGATTCATT

determine the polypeptide chain itcodes for and justifywhether the protein will be impacted

3 Cancer is a resultof a mutation in your bodycells where theygrow and divide uncontrollably, resulting in a tumor.
If a person's skin cells mutate and become cancerous and theyhave a child-will the child have cancer as well?Explain.

4 Cigarettes and vape pens contain several mutagens. Assess the following statement:"smoking cigarettes will give you cancer"

5 Over time, itis more common for mutations to occur in non-coding than coding sections of DNA. Explain why.

6 In the past, identical twins were used unethicallyin studies to determine which characteristics were more determined bygenetics
or the environment. Explain how this works.

7Investigation

Aim:to determine the distribution of certain characteristics of a local population

Method:1- Create a table like the one below:

Participant eye colour blood group tongue roller height shoe size hand span
ABABO Yes no CM Cm

A

B

C

Aalways ask permission and consent when gathering data. Keep names anonymous.

2 - Now create a fullyfor one continuous and one discontinuous characteristic. Example below:

height groups cm tally blood groups tally

155-159 A

160 =164 B

165 - 169 AB

170 - 174 0

175-179

create equal 180 - 184

categories that fit 185-189

your data range 190 - 194

3- Graph both datasets

4 - Analyze your data. Any patterns? Outliers?




